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From the Editor 

 
We do not usually publish Poly Speaks this month because of the holidays and the vacation from  

club activities in December. However, since we are starting 2017 with a new structure for our 
monthly competitions, we thought we would provide a limited edition as a reminder of the 
requirements for images you submit throughout 2017.  

We usually try to publish Bill’s instructions at the beginning of each year to remind everyone 
about how to format, name, and email your pictures in advance of the Saturday meeting. Those 
instructions start on the next page. This is a new version that incorporates the changes to our old 
procedure to accommodate the new category structure and definitions. Remember, if you don’t 
follow these rquirements, your entries will probably default to Category 2 (Cat2).
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Guidelines for Submitting Images for Poly Competition 
By Bill Godwin-Austen 
Format, Sizing, Naming, and Submitting 
 

 
Format: 
Images should be in JPG format, and should use the sRGB colorspace. 
 

 
Sizing: 
Our projection has a maximum resolution of 1920 pixels wide by 1080 pixels high. Any images that 
exceed that size will be shrunk by the software to fit the 1920x1080 “window,” so any additional 
size is unnecessary, and to hold down space usage on the computer, memory usage during 
projection, and speed of image loading, sizing your entries to those specifications is strongly 
recommended. 

Since it’s often asked: DPI resolution (300 dpi, 72 dpi, etc.) is totally irrelevant for projection 
purposes. It is only a consideration when printing an image... for our uses, it is only the dimensions 
in pixels that are important. 
 

 
Naming: 
This is where the vast majority of issues arise, how to name your images before submitting.  
 
For “Category 1” competition, the first word in the filename should be “Cat1.”  
The desired format is:  
Cat1 Image Title by Your Name.jpg 
(Example: Cat1 Autumn Trail by Ansel Adams.jpg) 
 
For “Category 2” competition, the first word in the filename should be “Cat2.”   
The desired format is:  
Cat2 Image Title by Your Name.jpg 
(Example: Cat2 Autumn Trail by Ansel Adams.jpg) 
 
For “Project” competition, the first word in the filename should be “Project.” 
Since titles are optional (and not read), examples of Project-acceptable filenames would be: 
Project by Ansel Adams.jpg 
Project for July by Ansel Adams.jpg 
Project Faces by Ansel Adams.jpg 
Project A Face in the Crowd by Ansel Adams.jpg 

Remember, Project images must be taken after the November, 2016 announcement date to 
be eligible for entry in 2017.  
 

The important thing is to make sure your image gets shown with your intended category (so the 
first word is always “Cat1, Cat2, or Project”); and that it's attributed to the proper photographer.  

If your first word is not one of the above three, your entry will automatically be placed in 
Category2. 
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For readability, separating words with spaces or underscores and capitalizing main words is 
greatly appreciated. (Example: Autumn_Trail_by_Ansel_Adams.jpg)  
Due to default font issues, all of the following are likely to be misread: 
• Squished-together words (Example: steamtraintodurango),  
• Abbreviations (Example: LA train Sta),  
• Words with strings of similar letters (illiji)  
Foreign words not widely known are likely to be misread and mispronounced in the hustle and 

bustle of competition. 
Remember: When the images are projected at competition is often the first time I'm actually 

looking carefully at and reading the names, and I have to read, interpret, and pronounce them on the 
fly. During my download process, I'm pretty much on autopilot! 
 

 
Submitting: 
You are allowed to submit one image in the “Project” category; and a total of two images in the 
other two categories (two in Category1 or Category2 or one in each). When your images are ready, 
they should be emailed to: 
polyentries@yahoo.com 

Send them as attachments to your email... I have occasionally had problems with the way 
Yahoo handles “embedded” images that have been “copy/pasted” into an email. Also, some email 
software automatically resizes attached images to preselected smaller sizes to reduce file sizes. So 
make sure your image file is added at “actual size” or “full size” when it is attached to your email.  

All images in a single email is preferred, but sending each individually is acceptable. 
 
Following these guidelines will go a long way to ensure that your images get where they are 
supposed to be, in a usable format, placed in the proper category (Category1, Category2, Project), 
have the titles read correctly, and in general, make my life a whole lot easier. 
 
 
Here are the definitions of CAT1 and CAT2: 
CATEGORY 1  
All adjustments must appear natural.  Any cloning is allowed only for the purpose of eliminating 
spots, blemishes, and extraneous elements that detract from the wholeness of the image (e.g. 
telephone poles, power lines etc.).   
Adding/importing new elements from other sources outside of the image itself ("compositing") is not 
allowed. Images with this type of manipulation can be submitted in CATEGORY 2.   
Techniques such as HDR and focus stacking are allowed. Stitching for the purpose of creating a 
panorama, and conversion to gray scale / monochrome is also allowed.  There are no restrictions on 
subjects for images in this category. 
CATEGORY 2  
Images not qualifying under Category 1 may be entered here.   
Entered images must be created by the entrant and start with his/her original photograph. They may 
not be completely constructed of graphic elements created with a computer. When any graphic 
elements other than original photographs are incorporated into an image, the maker-produced 
photographic content of the completed, final image must still prevail.   
There are no restrictions on the subjects, workflow, or software used to create Category 2 images. 
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Programs and Coming Events 
Josi Ross  & Barbara Fletcher 

 

January 7 - Competition 
January’s Project Theme is “Too Much 
of a Good Thing.” 

Our judge for this month will be Teresa 
Jackson. She judged for us last year, and you 
can see samples of her work on the “Orchard 
View Color” website at: 
www.orchardviewcolor.com 

Theresa has nearly thirty years experience 
in graphic arts production and design. She was 
first exposed to digital editing and retouching in 
1989. 

Since then, she has worked at the forefront 
of this constantly-evolving industry, enabling 
her to develop and expound upon her 
photographic arts skills. Her fine art 
photography is displayed regularly at locations 
throughout San Diego County. She is an Adobe 
Community Professional, owns Orchard View 
Color, a graphic design business, and teaches 
Digital Darkroom through UCSD Extension. 
Theresa is also a regular columnist for Sign of 
the Times magazine, and is a two-time Guru 
Award Winner (Artistic category, 2010, 2012) 
from Photoshop World. 

 

January 21 – How to Get Inspired 
– Susan Coppock, at the PAB 

If your New Year’s resolution is to get 
inspired, look no further than this presentation 
by wonderfully talented teacher, photographer, 
and image designer Susan Coppock. She will 
inspire you to not only take, but also to make, 
beautiful photographs. 

Susan is a natural-born teacher who has 
judged and presented for Poly many times. 
Today she will also give us an insight into how 
she judges images. 

Get inspired! 

 


